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Contact us

KANSAI PAINT CO.,LTD.

Tokyo Office : 12-1, Minami-Rokugo 3-chome, Ohta-ku, Tokyo 144-0045, Japan
                         TEL.81-3-3732-3012    FAX.81-3-6328-1428

Air Cleansing

Carbon dioxide emission causes problems 
such as global warming. Slaked lime 
contained in ALES SHIQUY absorbs and 
decomposes carbon dioxide. (1m2 of ALES 
SHIQUY absorbs the carbon dioxide present 
83,000L of air) ALES SHIQUY cleans the air 
and contributes to environment protection.

Moisture evaporates

Carbon dioxide

MECHANISM TEST RESULT

 Environment Friendly
~ Contributes to global environment ~

①Carbon dioxide reacts with slaked 
lime forming heat.

②Moisture is therefore evaporated 
converting the carbon dioxide 
into calcium carbonate.  

ALES SHIQUY

ALES SHIQUY debuts at the St Francis Care Center (South Africa)
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) is highly prevalent disease.
Kansai Paint has entered a Public-Private ODA Partnership with ALES SHIQUY 
having the highest potential to save lives.
We applied ALES SHIQUY at St Francis care center (South Africa), a HIV patients` 
hospice where patients await treatment. Immunity of such patients is very poor. 
We are therefore helping ensure such patients are protected from such risk. 
ALES SHIQUY deactivates viruses contained in the air and help HIV patients from 
being infected.
 

 ALES SHIQUY in Africa

Standard Colour Optional Colour

Design Pattern

デザイン仕上げ　山桜

White

Ivory

Gray

Pink

白雲

利休ねず

淡雪

若竹

 COLOURS “ALES SHIQUY” comes in various colours and designs. 
Elegance and comfort can also be achieved through the unique features of “ALES SHIQUY” .

Cloud White Light snow

Ryukyu-gray Bamboo green

Yama-Sakura Arashi  Juraku design Ivory Juraku design gray

＊Plese kindly understand, these are photocopies of samples and it may differ from practical finish.
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＊Tested twice with different density

 ～ Why ALES SHIQUY ～

Interior Air purifying paint

AlesShiquy 
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アレスシックイ
AlesShiquy 

 Protect your precious lifestyle through
“ALES SHIQUY”

① ALES SHIQUY  removes odors

② ALES SHIQUY  deactivates bacteria and viruses 

③ ALES SHIQUY  detoxifies indoor air pollution

④ ALES SHIQUY  prevents against fire.

So what is lime plaster? 
Lime plaster made from sand, water and lime, is used to coat walls.
The main component of lime plaster is slaked lime.
Slaked lime is a highly alkaline compound transforming bacteria and 
viruses, preventing proliferation thus reducing the spread of disease. 
Slaked lime also protects the environment by adsorbing carbon dioxide.
Further, being non-flammable it protects against fires.
Looking at several advantages of lime plaster has, why do most 
buildings coat with PAINT versus LIME PLASTER? 
Application of lime plaster requires sophisticated and time-consuming 
application techniques.
“ALES SHIQUY” is a LIME PLATER PAINT with easy applicability while 
maintaining all its properties of lime plaster. 
Enjoy more comfortable and safe lifestyle with “ALES SHIQUY”

AlesShiquy 
~ There are always reasons to choose ALES SHIQUY~
SPECIAL FEATURES OF ALES SHIQUY

⑤ ALES SHIQUY  purifies air through CO2 adsorption. 

⑥ ALES SHIQUY  controls humidity and prevent dewfall

⑦ ALES SHIQUY  easy application

⑧ ALES SHIQUY  available in a variety of colors and designs

Remove Odors

Millions of different smell particles constantly 
surround us. 　　　　　　　
You may have experiences odors from 
cigarette, sweat, toilets or garbage. 
ALES SHIQUY has unique properties that help kill 
these odor
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Moisture evaporates

Odor particle

MECHANISM TEST RESULT

 Human Friendly
~Make you feel more comfortable ~

①When odor particles make contact with the 
wall coated by ALES SHIQUY, a chemical 
reaction between slaked lime and the odor 
particles causes heat of formation.

②Moisture is therefore evaporated by the 
heat converting the odor particles into 
odorless sulfide salt.   

ALES SHIQUY
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Deactivates Bacteria
and Viruses

We put ourselves at the risk of bacterial 
and viral transfer through touching 
different objects.
ALES SHIQUY deactivates bacteria and 
viruses including the influenza virus in 
the air. ALES SHIQUY is not only suitable for 
household but also for hospitals, schools 
and other public facilities as well.

MECHANISM TEST RESULT

①Viruses make contact with wall 
     coated by ALES SHIQUY.
②Slaked lime destroys virus 
     cells with a highly alkaline feature.

ALES SHIQUY

Detoxifies Indoor
Air Pollution

Formaldehyde, an indoor air pollutant 
emitted by paint or wallpapers, and is 
harmful to humans. ALES SHIQUY on the other 
hand does not emit any formaldehyde but 
cleans contaminated air by absorbing this 
product.
ALES SHIQUY will certainly provide a safe 
space for you and your family.

MECHANISM TEST RESULT

①When the formaldehyde makes contact with 
the slaked lime, a chemical reaction occurs. 

② Formaldehyde is converted to harmless 
glucose 

ALES SHIQUY

Prevent your House
from A Fire

Slaked lime, the main component of ALES SHIQUY is an inorganic 
and a non-flammable material. Therefore the wall coated by 
“ALES SHIQUY”can prevent your house from a fire and protect your 
family.

Building Friendly
~Maintain your house~

Controls Indoor Humidity
and Prevent Dew Condensation

High humidity causes fungus and corrosion, affecting human 
health and damaging buildings.
The porous structure of ALES SHIQUY adsorbs moisture, controls 
humidity and prevents dew condensation. 

Samples placed into glass bottles. 
Pour tap water and seal the bottle. Leave for 24 
hours at 23℃. Then bring to 10℃ for 30mins. 
Evaluate dewfall inside the bottle.

Virus

Formaldehyde
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Humidity test result

ALES SHIQUY Vinyl chloride General interior
Paint

No dew
condensation

Dew
condensation

Dew
condensation
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 Bad Smell

Fungus

Ebola Virus

Interior Air purifying paint
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